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The Image of Fairfield

"We're mad as hell..."
Year-round beach residents express their outrage
Dana Ambrosini
News Editor
Urinating, defecating, and vomiting in peoples' yards were only a few of
the complaints leveled against student
beach renters at a meeting of year-round
beach residents.
Residents railed against First Selectman Kenneth Flatto, police officers
charged with monitoring the beach, and
the University for allowing students' continued parties all hours of the night; speeding and drunk driving on the streets; urinating, defecating, vomiting, and having
sex on their lawns; brawling; underage
drinking; and overcrowding of houses to
the point of it being a fire hazard.
"We're mad as hell and we're not
going to take it anymore," Colleen
Sheridan, the moderator of the meeting,
said last Thursday. She demanded that
Flatto keep is campaign promise to "clean
up the beach."
Flatto conceded, "Unfortunately
there is a series of problems at the beach."
He stated that he had started a dialogue
between student leaders and the town two
months ago and that he had just submitted
a proposal of various regulations to the
University.
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Flatto declined requests to hear
the specifics of his plan, but briefly stated
that it would include dramatic cuts in the
numbers of students allowed at the
beach, a step up in discipline and parking regulations.
Douglas Whiting, Associate
Vice President for Public Relations here
at Fairfield, has confirmed that the Uni
versity is presently reviewing the mate-

"We need to take a
certain amount of
responsibility," said
Whiting.
rial and would be meeting with Flatto
for discussions. "The University always
has been and remains committed to creating a situation at the beach whereby
permanent residents and students can coexist," said Whiting. "We need to take a
certain amount of responsibility. We
need to continue to try to reinforce our
message to the students and work with
the police."
FUSA President Michael
Piagentini, who attended the residents'

meeting,
later
said,
"both
sides
need to
sit down
now and
workout
a compromise."
Piagentini
c o n firmed
Tuesday
that he
had met
photo: Dana Ambrosini
with
"We should have the same rights as any other Fairfield citizen," said Michael
Piagentini, who nevertheless urges students to be careful, as their actions will
Flatto to
be under particular scrutiny.
go over
policies,
but he maintained that students have the
they were saying," he said.
right to live at the beach. "You can't
Piagentini took particular issue
infringe on our rights and, if these poliwith the complaints such as students defcies in any way do, they're never going
ecating on peoples' lawns and having sex
to work," he said.
outside their porches. While he acknowlPiagentini was outraged at
edges that such actions may have occurred
some of the accusations leveled against
continued on pg. 4
students, "It's awful some of the things

Combatting computer woes at Fairfield
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Brian Huben
Staff Writer
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Football upsets Dusquesne in OT...seo pg. 16

In an effort to coordinate a more
effective usage of campus technology, Fr.
Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J.., announced last
week that he has appointed James
Estrada, University Librarian, as Vice
President, Information Resources and
Services in addition to his current responsibilities

The appointment, which took
effect immediately, means all of the units
responsible for supporting information
technology on campus- academic computing (SCT), communication and technology services (CTS), the library and
media center will all report directly to
Estrada
In the past, these groups were
separate entities and only responsible for
themselves. This often resulted in du-

plication, overlap of responsibilities, confusion among users and a competition for
scarce resources that was not always coordinated with overall university priorities.
Estrada's appointment is part of an effort to
centralize these departments and ensure that
they function as effectively as possible.
In a letter to the campus community, Fr. Kelley wrote that Mr. Estrada's re-

continued on pg. 3
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Campus Beat
Brian Williams
Assistant News Editor
September 26
12:43 a.m. - Three students and one non-student were detained due to a
narcotics violation. Marijuana and paraphernalia were confiscated. The case has
been sent to judicial.
4:15 a.m. - A rock was thrown through a window in Regis.
September 27
11:16 p.m. -A vehicle had its rear window smashed in Alumni Hall parking
lot. There are no suspects.
September 28
3:33 p.m. - A Sodexho employee, driving a company van, was cited by
security for reckless driving.
9:29 p.m. - A theft was reported in Gonzaga as personal items were stolen
from a women's bathroom.
September 29
6:11 a.m. - Security assisted Fairfield police in enforcing the town's noise
ordinance. Lacrosse practice on University Field was the source of the noise.
October 1
10:15 p.m. - Fairfield police issued a verbal warning to the Lacrosse team
for again violating the town's noise ordinance.
t

October 2
1:39 a.m. - Someone burned papers on a bulletin board in Jogues Hall. No
suspects as of yet.

Town Beat
Dana Ambrosini
News Editor
September 26
Between 9 p.m. and 2:27 p.m. Sunday-Acable box was stolen from a home
on Fairfield Beach Road. The box was worth approximately $210.
September 25
Between 6:30 a.m. and 12:30p.m. -A 1995 BMW740 was stolen from the
parking lot of the Fairfield Train Station.

Classifieds
Established Daycare Home is seeking assistant/ substitute
Part-Time. Flexible hours. Above Average wages. You must be
20 years or older, reliable, have your own transportation,
and enjoy working with small children.
Some experience preferred.
Call Marilyn at 372-0593.

BOOS

CHEERS
... to cookouts... to sexy trees... to
Lisa's initials... to newfound
friendships... togetting a beach
house... to Resident Assistants... to
old friendships... to getting out
early... to finding a parking space...
to doing well on a test.... to phone
calls... to the one person that called
me on my 21st birthday... to long
talks... to the movies... to Halloween!!... to quotes of the week... to
Bridie driving us everywhere... to
the gnome... to the hobbit... to late
night bacon, egg, and cheese at the
Levee... to the fact that the cute girl
from Chicago might like me... to
the Yanks... to mmmm, Joey... to
getting tix for mom and dad... to
being in the Army soon... to a fourday weekend... to no weekly quiz...
to missing a turbo on Monday... to
sleeping late... to blue eyes... to not
having to be around my parents...
to to to New York City... to going
home... to origami bras... to New
Jersey... to getting a rose... to no
meeting this week... to being free...
to bad boyfriends... to going out
to dinner., to urinals overflowing...
to watching movies... to staying in
bed all day... to laying out... to nice
weather... to having a really good
week... to seeing friends from
home... to custome parties... to RA
flousies... to flirting... to massages... to cuddling... to the invisible SASQUATCH... to getting
along with people... to studing and
doing well... to the Red Sox losing... to the DAREMARO... to
Shakespeare buddies...

Hey, where are your
Cheers & Boos???
Submissions are due to BoxAA or the
Mirror Office by Sunday prior to
publication. So, send some in okay ?

... to abook of lines... to cars breaking down... to losing that loving
feeling... to $75 nails... to that jerk
in the stall next to me... to the Glee
Club party... to trying to loft beds...
to apples in the hallway... to being
up earlier than anyone on campus...
to having layout lost not once, not
twice, but three times!... to urinating in garbage cans... to an infatuated psycho-freak in black... to lunatics e-mailing you... to 6:30
trains... to not being done... to boyfriends who haven't seen you in
two months and still don't make
you their first priority... to boyfriends who don't call—who you're
going to dump... to waking up at
7... to being 'till 2... to people who
think you're out to get them... to
classes getting in the way of partying... to one computer... to a rotten mouse... to no e-mail or
Internet access... to the computer
labs always being closed or reserved... to blinking every time she
took my picture... to the bad quiz...
to being taken... to phone bills being really high... to needing a haircut... to speculation... to talking
behind backs... to paranoia... to
Tufts... to saying goodbye to
people... to new buddies who can't
take a hint... to bad moods for no
reasons... to the C... to bad coffee...
to making decision... to the black
rino... to the terrorist not showing...
to losing a tan... to group projects.,
to friends that go home every
weekend... to countless voice mails
from the same person...

National Depression
Screening Day
Thursday, October 8
Are you suffering from symptoms like these?
-Loss of pleasure
-Feelings of sadness, hopelessness,
worlhlessness
-i hanges in sleeping or eating
patterns

-Inability to concentrate
-Irritability, Anxiousness
-Fatigue: loss of energy
-Ihoughls of death or suicide
-Unexplained aches and pains

Depression is an illness and effective Ireatments are available
Come learn more about depression.
Take a free and confidential self-assessment.
Assessments will be reviewed privately with a Counselor

Time:

9:00am until 2:30pm

Place:

The Oak Room, Barone Campus Center
Sponsored by Counseling Services, Dolan Hall
If you have any questions, please call x2146
GET MORE THAN A TEST SCORE
GET BACK YOUR LIFE

News
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Former Clinton
advisor sells out
the Quick Center

photo: Public Relations
George Stephanopoulos
Dana Ambrosini
News Editor
i

George Stephanopoulos, a
former advisor to President Bill Clinton,
will speak to a sold-out audience at the
Quick Center on October 21 at 8:00 p.m.
Stephanopoulos, who will speak
about "Politics: The Art of the Impossible -A View from Washington," is best

known for his work in the Clinton administration. He most recently served
as the Senior Advisor to the President
for Policy and Strategy, but he was a
strategist in both of Clinton's presidential campaigns.
In the 1992 election,
Stephanopoulos was deputy campaign
manager and director of communications for the Clinton/Gore Campaign.
During that time he overlooked policy,
polling, press relations, media operations, and scheduling. He also ran, along
with political strategist James Carville,
the popular "War Room".
Currently Stephanopoulos currently serves as a political analyst on
ABC News programs such as "This
Week" and "Good Morning America;"
and is also a regular speaker on "This
Week with Sam Donaldson & Cokie
Roberts." He is also a visiting professor at the School of International and
Public Affairs at Columbia University.
Stephanopoulos' lecture is one
in the Open Visions Forum series. The
lecture sold out in mid-September.

Due to the Columbus Day Holiday, there
will be no issue of The Mirror next week.
Look for us again on October 22.
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James Estrada to head a
combined communications
and technology entity
continued from pg. 1
sponsibility, "will be to take a holistic
view of the academic and administrative
technology needs of the University as
they relate to its principle goals and objectives."
Fr. Kelley said that he has become concerned about the challenges the
University faces with respect to technology. He specified that one of the challenges is, "attempting to support and coordinate the uses of technology on campus when the traditional lines between
computing, telecommunications, media
and information services are continually
blurring."
He went on to say that, "while
many institutions have recognized and
created new structures to better coordinate and leverage information resources
on their campuses, Fairfield has followed
a more traditional approach. It has allowed its various technology providers to
develop their own separates products and
services." He added, though, that this
decentralized approach has sometimes
lead to a difference in priorities.
Fr. Kelley ended by saying, "It
would not be possible to overstate the importance of the appointment for the enhancement of our academic and educational mission. It will have a profound
impact on the quality of our operations
and ensure that we will not only main

photo: Public Relations
University Librarian James Estrada will
assume the new position.
tain but enhance our competitive advantage among our peer institutions in the area
of technology, information services and
learning."
Estrada, who came to Fairfield
in 1996, was previously the assistant director for Regional Campus Libraries at
the University of Connecticut and a former
systems analyst at Yale University's Library, and earlier in his career, was head
of cataloging and systems analyst at the
University of Connecticut's Health Center Library. He is graduates of the University of California, Los Angeles, with
bachelor's and master's degrees in Latin
American Studies and a master of library
science degree in library and information
science.

THE FAIRFIELD
Carole Ann Maxwell, Conductor
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UNIVERSITY
announces its 52nd season

GLEE CLUB
1998-1999
Thv Open I isiuns Fartiin

EwniiH/s nft-anditletnwersations.

Wednesday, October i/J.iygK Spin
The ilacohv-Lmiin Humanitarian Lecture

The I'euce hyarv Madame Jchau Sadat
Sponsor: Tin' Carl and |)oroltv\ Bennett ('filler lor Judaic Sliidic
Students admitted free

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1 998
CHRISTMAS - A GLOBAL CONNECTION
QUICK CENTER FOR THE ARTS, 8:00 PM
RD

8
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CHRISTMAS - A GLOBAL CONNECTION
QUICK CENTER FOR THE ARTS, 2:00 PM
SATURDAY, APRIL 17, 1999
CLASSICAL THUNDER
QUICK CENTER FOR THE ARTS; 8:00 PM
TUESDAY, MAY 4, 1999 .
A "90'S" STATE OF MIND
QUICK CENTER FOR THE ARTS, 7:30 PM

Tickets go on sale at the Quick Center Box Office
Monday, September 28, 1998
Adults $8, Students $5
203.254.4010

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

hiesdav. October 21, 11)0,8 Spin
ffirrmcs:Thi'.\rt tiflhc Imjtnssihle A \irir /'nun Washington
tpgc Slrphaniipmilns
Sunday, November i. Ii)<)8 ;mni
IHrassu and Malissr: As I Kni'w Them

Rosamond liernicr

Sunday, November 8.10,0,83pm
If You (antHide ll. Ihrnrutf It Mario Buatla
Sundav. January 'x\. in<)u;u>in
The Ins and (hits ofTravet Arthur Krommer
Sponsored in part by l.S. Trnsl Company of Connecticut.
Advesl, Inc.. and Citibank
Tickets: Quick Center Box Office -IO-I, zy, 4010
S10 General SK Senior $-, Students

3B

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
School of Continuing Education
Fairfield, Connecticut 064.10
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Residents are considering ways to take
matters into their own hands
that the police are not doing their job at
the beach because they do not want to
come off as the bad guys "ruining students fun." Some even claimed that police will often look away when they see
students urinating in public. Piagentini
flatly disagreed stating, "When one of the
students is urinating on property and an
officer is driving by they will arrest
them."
Residents singled out the landlords renting to students as well, for not
taking any responsibility for the situation.
As one unidentified resident stated,
"They don't care about us. They don't
care about their neighbors."
Residents are also presenting
their own solutions to the problem. Plans
for a police patrol to monitor students and
call police when they see one engaged in
an illegal activity were reported in a recent issue of the Fairfield Minuteman.
Bianca Tyler, of Villa Ave., a
graduate of Fairfield University that lives
at the beach, asked residents to videotape
students involved in illegal activities and
send the tapes to her. She stated that she
would use the tapes to "take [the beach
problem] national."
Many residents emphasized that
they were simply looking for a situation
of mutual respect between year-round
residents and renters. "I'm a 13-year resident down here—this is the first year I've
had to call the police," said Kathy
Strachan, of Fairfield Beach Road. "The
problem has escalated so bad—from 11
p.m. to 2 a.m. on Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Students are not respecting the neighborhood."
Lorna Pirrie, also a town resident, stated that one evening two male

continued from pg. 1
in isolated incidences, they were certainly
not the norm, as many residents seemed
to indicate.
Most students responded with
similar reactions to the accusations made
against renters. When asked if year-round
residents have legitimate gripes. Richard Petrowski '99 responded, "To an extent, but they don't have to be blowing it
out of proportion, saying that we're s—
ting on their lawns."
The issue of overcrowding was
a major one at the meeting. A pamphlet
handed out at the beginning of the assembly had an editorial about the situation
from 1994. In that case, the fire chief resorted to counting the number of cars
parked at houses between 5 a.m. and 7
a.m. to determine how many people were
living there.
Students said they resented such
attempts to have them removed from the
beach. One unidentified student reported
that the "newest trick" is to have a health
inspector come to the homes of renters to
check them out. He then checks the number of beds located in the house. If the
number exceeds the amount permitted,
warrants can then be issued.
Piagentini addressed the issue of
the safety inspections as well as possible
fire zoning laws at the beach, an issue for
which he is meeting with the Fire Commission this Thursday. "It seems as if the
Fairfield students at the beach are being
treated like second-rate citizens," said
Piagentini. " We have the same rights as
any other Fairfield citizen and we
shouldn't be singled out."
Residents complained as well

STUDY
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First Lady of the World" to
speak at Fairfield
Brian Williams
Assistant News Editor
Peace, justice and increased understanding among people of all nations.
These will be among the ideas promoted
by Madame Jehan Sadat, nicknamed
"First lady of the World," visits Fairfield's
Quick Center for the Arts on Wednesday,
October 14.
As an activist for social justice,
feminist, author, and humanitarian, Madame Sadat; the wife of the late Anwar
Sadat, former president of Egypt; comes
to campus as part of the Open VISIONS
Forum and as the first speaker in the
newly developed Jocoby-Lunin Humanitarian Lectureship in conjunction with the
Carl and Dorothy Bennett Center for Judaic Studies.
"The real serenity we feel as individuals comes from our efforts to help
others," said Sadat in a press release.
With two of her causes begin
children and the eradication of illiteracy,
Madame Sadat will be visiting the
Adrienne Kirby Literacy Project in
Bridgeport as part of her overnight stay
at Fairfield. The purpose of the visit is to
be with the children and observe the workings of the center. The Literacy Project
is run in part by Dr. Ellen Umansky, the
students got into an altercation on her
lawn. When her sister attempted to break
the fight up, one of the men, 6'5", grabbed
her sister.
Several Fairfield University students showed up at the meeting but were
turned away by Piagentini. He asserted
that although the students had the right to
defend themselves from accusations by

Carl and Dorothy Bennett professor of Judaic Studies here at Fairfield. The visit
gives Sadat a chance to continue her work
with children and also helps promote the
Literacy Project, as many members of the
media will likely be in attendance.
Madame Sadat says, "the most
precious capital any country can have is
an educated citizen."
Madame Sadat has been on the
forefront of some of the world's most important events. She was a guest speaker
at Mikhail Gorbachev's "1996 State of
the World Forum." Sadat has been extremely vocal in defending the rights of
people. Her husband's dream was one of
peace, and he worked to improve relations between Christians, Jews, and Muslims. This quest ultimately led to the assassination of Anwar Sadat by religious
radicals, but Jehan continued Anwar's
role as a peacemaker.
"You can't live in the past or in
bitterness," Sadat said in a press release.
"There may be stops but you will see
peace one day. Time for us to raise our
voices and call for it."
Madame Sadat will be at the
Quick Center on Wednesday, October 14
at 8 p.m. Tickets are available to students,
free of charge, through the Quick Center
Box Office.
town residents, students had not been invited to the meeting and should not attend.
Piagentini also urged students to
watch their behavior. He cautioned that
Fairfield students will be under particular scrutiny in the coming weeks.

GRAM

EXPERIENCE

SPAIN*

Be a global citizen at GWs Madrid Study Center located at

Spain's prestigious Universidad Autonoma. Complement your classroom
learning with field trips, excursions and other rich cultural experiences
in one of Spain's most exciting cities — Madrid.

FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS. 1999
COURSEWORK IN SPANISH:
Language, Culture and Literature
INTERNSHIPS
COURSEWORK TAUGHT IN ENGLISH:
■ Europe in the 20th Century ■ Contemporary Spain
■ International Marketing ■ International Economics
■ European-Atlantic Relations

CALL

202.994.I649

We're a talented
group in the
people business...
a collection of
bright, motivated,
enthusiastic "MEs"
- Mercer Employees.
We're a team of
people who make
up the largest
HUMAN
RESOURCES
CONSULTING
firm in the world over 8,700 MEs
worldwide and
growing.

eration.
The ME generation is that special group
of people known as Mercer Employees.
The place you want to work
William M. Mercer, Incorporated advises clients on
health care, pensions, compensation, communication,
and other key human resources issues.
You'll work on meaningful assignments, and your
responsibility will increase as your experience
does. No firm in our business offers a wider range
of services in a wider range of locations - which
translates into tremendous opportunity for you.
Career Opportunities
We have openings for recent college graduates in
every region of the country. Here are a few of the
majors we've hired recently: Math, Statistics, Actuarial
Science, Finance, Computer Science, Economics,
other Liberal Arts, Business and Communications.
Find out all about us. Visit our website:
www.wmmercer.com
Visit with us at our Information Session
on Monday, October 19th.
For more details, visit your Career Services Office.

our Well -il<- al

An equal opportunity employer.

WILLIAM M.

MERCER
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Campus Life
J/l0&amuttmcanc0tffo,ffomeftw6tudentd,
Eileen Murray
Staff Writer
As the month of October settles in,
the students of Fairfield University are invited
to help promote a nationwide effort to promote the awareness of breast cancer by actively participating in Breast Cancer Awareness month.
The Wellness Team, a division of the
Peer Educators Group, headed by students
Jenny Zibrat and Jo Anne Dean are in charge
of the movement to support breast cancer
awareness on campus. Plastic cards explaining how to examine yourself that attach to the
bathroom showerheads will be given to the
resident assistants to distribute throughout the
dorms. They will also hand out pink ribbons
to wear as a reminder to those who live with
the disease and for those who have died from
it. The ribbons should also be worn to advocate the awareness of breast cancer throughout the month of October.
Nancy Maitland, assistant to the
Dean of students and the advisor to the Peer
Educators Group said, "the goal of Breast
Cancer Awareness month is really to educate,
so people can be proactive about their health."
Maitland expressed the fact that more has been
done in the past as far as activities go to support the effort but "there is not a great response." She added, "we'd be happy to do
more if students want us to."

Although there are no distinct
guidelines to preventing breast cancer, statistics show that disease is strongly hereditary. Women with a family history are un-

f^&fapfy: strides
fortunately at higher risk than others.
Despite the fact that breast cancer primarily targets women over 35, it still
remains a pertinent issue for students. If
detected early, it can be treated successfully.
According to Rita Mencil, R.N.C.,
a staff nurse at the Fairfield University
Health Center, "it is important to break the
fear barrier. If you notice a lump or any
other abnormal signs, come in and see the

AIDS vigils across CT

yourself a breast examination.
Babara Haall, another nurse on staff commented, "we always support Breast Cancer
Awareness month. I go over how to do the
breast exam with students that come in."
Hall added, "students should check
their breast every month. At this age, if there
is a lump, it is usually benign, but it is a
good habit to get into."
Another aspect of the movement

AIDS AWARENESS MONTH
1998
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
Thursday, October 8, 7:00p.m., AIDS
Awareness Candlelight Vigil, at East Avenue in Norwalk, sponsored by AIDS
Consortium and the Ministers' Interdenominational Fellowship. Poems, gospel, choirs, healing, readings. Contact
Beverly Gibson-Mohamed, (203) 8547979
Wednesday, October 21, noon, Interfaith Prayer Sen'ice, Bridgeport Common Council Chambers. Sponsored by
AIDS Ministries Program of Connecticut. Contact Rev. Kevin Agee, (203)
333-9061
Wednesday, October 21, noon, lnterfaith Prayer Sen'ice, Stamford. Sponsored by AIDS Ministries Program of
Connecticut. Contact Rev. Winton Hill,
(203) 348-3879
Wednesday, October 21,7:00p.m., Reception and Open House-Alternative
Therapies for Persons Living with HIV/
AIDS, at Bread & Roses-APAC, 50
Water Street, South Norwalk. Sponsored by APAC. Contact Tracy SwattsWhitfield, (203) 855-1485

this month is to support students at Fairfield
that have been affected by the disease.
Mackenzie Bruno, a junior from Guilford,
CT, will be wearing her pink ribbon this
month in celebration of her mother's defeat
over breast cancer.
"1 feel very strongly about the issue and I think it's a great idea for students
to get involved and be aware of the dangers
of breast cancer," explains Bruno.
Meredith McGowan, a junior from
Massachusetts, supported her aunt as she
battle the disease. "You never really know
how close something is to you until it hits.
I think it's crucial that students be provided
with information on breast cancer and details on self-examination," continued
McGowan.
Beyond the Fairfield University
gates there are many activities that students
can participate in. The American Cancer
Society has a list of various venues throughout Connecticut that are hosting breast cancer related events. Such events include: a
free demonstration on how to give breast
exams at "Minor Things" in the Trumbull
Shopping Mall on October 10th from 102p.m. A five mile fund-raiser walk to benefit the American Cancer Society, ACS,
breast cancer program on October 18th at
II a.m. in Bushnell Park, Hartford will take
place. To find out more about the various
activities offered, contact the American Cancer Society at 222-3340.

A celebration of heritage
Megan Loiaconi
Staff Writer

Cori Martindale
Assistant Campus Life Editor
AIDS. It affects over 28 million
people worldwide and is the sixth leading
cause of death for people between the ages
of fifteen to twenty-four.
The month of October is being recognized as AIDS Awareness Month in Connecticut. More than 10,000 people in Connecticut are afflicted with AIDS and many
more have been diagnosed with HIV, the virus that causes AIDS. Throughout October,
events, projects, and activities, involving
AIDS awareness will take place. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have
awarded Connecticut $342,000 in HIV prevention funding, which will help support
local research and HIV prevention group
workshops.
According to the American Association for World Health, the United States
has the highest reported rate of AIDS in the
industrialized world. Every fifteen minutes
in the United States a person dies of AIDS
and every thirteen minutes a person is infected with HIV. With the number of HIV
infected teens in the United States doubling
every fourteen months, this disease has become a killer among the young and old.
John G. Rowland, Governor of
Connecticut, who designed October as AIDS
Awareness Month, stated that "throughout
our communities, we will work to prevent
new people from being infected with HIV.
For those who are already infected, we will
continue to provide quality medical care."

doctor. Don't be afraid. It is better to find
out and be knowledgable."
In the campus health center there
are pamphlets that describe how to give

National Hispanic Heritage
Month is being celebrated for the sixth
time at Fairfield University from September 15 through October 15, 1998.
Larri Mazon, Director of
Multicultural Relations, informed that
Hispanic Heritage month is celebrated in
varying degrees of intensity in different
areas. "This is such a diverse group, that
it is a fascinating area to celebrate," commented Mazon.
In the early 1970's, the President of the United States declared this to
be National Hispanic Heritage Month
with the hope to promote the culture of
many Latina and Latino citizens.
While this may be the goal of
the month, F.U.S.A. Vice-President of
Multicultural Relations, Brian Mello '99,
expressed that he has mixed emotions
about the concept. He fears that Hispanic
Heritage may be simply symbolically celebrated, instead of truly being addressed.
"However, the University does a good job
of really getting into the cultural issues
more so than simply putting them on display," said Mello.
As far as the events that have
occurred or will be hosted throughout the
month, clearly the most significant was
a lecture by Latina magazine Editor-inChief, Sandra Guzman. Guzman spoke
on Wednesday, September 30, 1998

about her struggles, goals, and successes.
Since Guzman was seven years old
she knew she wanted to be a journalist; along
with determination and the support of her
mother she was able to meet her goal successfully.
Guzman's main points were to follow your dreams and that your goals cannot
be set too high. She also stressed that the
only real obstacles are the ones that you create for yourself.
Felipe Polanco 01', was very impressed with Guzman's speech, but "I wish
that I could see some new faces; I always
see the same people attend the Heritage
speakers."
Another major event that will be
hosted by Spanish And Latino Student Association (SALSA) will be held on October
15 in the Barone Campus Center. The event
will be a day-long celebration of Hispanic
Culture, which will include Spanish foods,
music and dancing.
When asked about his anticipations
for what Hispanic Heritage Month will
bring to the University, Mello responded,
"Hispanic Heritage Month is important. .
.people tend to break the races into just black
and white, and they are so much more complex than that."
Larri Mazon added, "the more you
learn about others, the more you expand
your horizons and the more you learn about
the kind of person you want to become."
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FU up in arms
Cori Martindale
Assistant Campus Life Editor
Weapons, narcotics, knives, 40caliber bullets, plugged 45-caliber handgun.
Sound like typical items for a campus townhouse? Of course not.
But these items were uncovered at
a townhouse last March, police said. And
during this past Spring Break, a 60-pound
box of ammunition for small arms was sent
to a student through the university mailroom.
Is the possession of firearms becoming a problem for Fairfield
University?
Fairf i eld's
policy on weapons
states that "the University prohibits the possession or use of any
firearm, B.B. gun, or
facsimiles of any
firearm, knives or
weapons of any
type by anyone other
than authorized University personnel." Todd
Pelazza, Director of Secu
rity, added that having a permit for
weapons does not allow a student to bring a
weapon onto campus.
Since 1993, there have been no
criminal arrests for weapons possession on
Fairfield's campus. Pelazza said the past two
incidents were unusual and he does not expect to have a rise of guns on campus.
"It is unusual but not unheard of
to have weapons on campus," said Pelazza.
"the gun (uncovered last spring) was either
a facsimile metal demi-gun or altered gun
without the ability to fire live ammunition."
The student responsible for the gun said that
it was used for off-campus target shooting.
The ammunition sent to a student
over Spring Break was released to the stu-

dent. Security investigated the incident and
confirmed with the student's parents that the
ammunition was ordered for hunting purposes. Security observed the ammunition
being taken off campus by the student.
"One of the luxuries that we face
is that we are not in the South, where students regularly request that they be allowed
to have guns on campus for hunting reasons," said Pelazza.
Compared to other universities,
Fairfield has one of the lowest rates of weapons possession. According to security statistics at school web sites,
Cornell University had 10
weapons possession arrests in 1997. At Duke
University, there were
31 weapons possession charges and 16
charges, in 1996. And
at the University of
Southern California,
possession of weapons
created six security citations.
"Personally, I haven't
been in contact with any
weapons on campus," said Dan
Walsh, '01. "I think that fistfights are common among intoxicated students and these
could definitely lead to problems if weapons were to be involved." Security considers the two incidents with weapons that occurred earlier in the calendar year to be a
wake up call, but are not alarmed or fear
that such situations will become a problem.
"I feel safe at Fairfield. I don't
worry about being threatened by guns or any
other weapon on campus. I don't think that
that is a problem students have to face on
this campus," said Trish Algiere, '01.
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A breath of fresh air
Jen Salfi
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continued on pg. 7
for those of you over 21!

Additional Information...
Apple picking - hvnet@warwick.net, (914) 986-1684
Pumpkin picking - http://www.cIosetohome.com/bishops,
(203) 458-PICK
Hiking - visitnj@hikenet.com

At Pitney Bowes, we appreciate your uniqueness... so you can realize your full potential. Because as an international leader in providing added value to the messaging processfrom mailing systems to software solutions-we make every effort to address your needs first And our efforts are evident in everything from an open work environment that encourages
your ideas, to our generous tuition reimbursement program, and even a fully-equipped, on-site fitness center.
As one of the leading technology companies in the country, Pitney Bowes has gone from being the company who makes postage meters to being one of the most innovative
and influential forces in the movement of messages and packages.Today, we are an energetic $ 4.1 Billion global leader with over two million customer locations.

If you are a Computer Science or MIS major, sign up NOW at your Career Center to interview on campus.
Or visit us on the web at: www.pitneybowes.com/careers
You'll be just a click away from searching our immediate employment opportunities. We are an equal opportunity employer dedicated to diversity in the workplace.

sjfji Pitney Bowes
Mailing Systems Division
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Parent's Weekend Preview
Jen Salfi
Campus Life Editor
So, you' ve been at school for about
a month and it's about time to make a run to
Stop & Shop and you could definitely use a
slight shopping spree at the Trumbull Mall,
well lucky for you Parents' Weekend is right
around the corner— October 17th and 18th.
Okay, you drag your parents here
from all over the east coast and now what
are you going to do with them? Well, this
year Fairfield is offering programs on Saturday from 10:30am to 3:30pm and on Sunday from 10:00am until they're ready to
head home. But what programs are you and
your parents going to be interested in? How
about an informative program on Study
Abroad; if going across the worid is of interest to you, or if you are interested in the
Mission Volunteers program there will be a
panel of students, faculty and alumni who
have participated on these trips at the meeting to share their stories. Another option
would be attending a talk on Internships, any
question you and your folks have the answers will be available.
But if you and your parents just

want to sit back and enjoy the school spirit
there are many exciting sporting events to
watch. At 12pm on Saturday the Women's
Soccer team will be battling Brown University and then later in the day at 3pm the
Field Hockey team takes on Lehigh University. On Sunday all day Women's Lacrosse tournament for all you sport-buffs.
Parents' Weekend is also the perfect time to escape campus cafeteria food
and enjoy a great meal on mom and dad!
Some popular spots over the years include:
Centra, Cinzano's, Peppermill, The Angus,
and Tommy's so make reservations ahead
of time! But wait the fun doesn't stop
there! The evening entertainment on campus consists of Paul Parsons, "The Hip
Hypnotists" who. could make your dad act
like a bodybuilder and your mom act like
an astronaut on Mars will be at the Quick
Center or Eric O'Shea who knows about
all of our most embarrassing moments will
be at the Campus Center.
So if your parents haven't signed
up yet and don't want to miss all the fun at
Fairfield have them contact extension
4004. Call today!

Kinko's has everything
you need to make the grade.
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Fall activities...
sey Appalachian Trail consists of seven
resting points, each with separate trails
and attractions of their own. The trail
is a total of 73,6 miles for anyone who
is in shape and wants to make this a
weekend trip. In fact there is camping
overnight at the following trail stops:
Worthington State Forest, Stokes State
Forest and Abraham S. Hewitt State
Forest. But for those of us who are not
out to break and records or bones there
are other trails for the most leisurely
hiker. High Point Street Park has nine
separate trails and can bring you to the

highest point in New Jersey for a good
break and view. Next, Pochude Mountain
Trail is known for its abundant wildlife and
swamp trails. Finally, there is Millbrook
National Recreation Area that is 16.6 miles
long just in case you are semi-inspired to
be athletic. But it does not matter if you're
out for a challenge or just to enjoy the fall
scenery of New Jersey, Appalachian can
be fun for all!
So, all you beer belly coach potatoes put down this paper nature is awaiting!

Wun.fisfi, cmdffood
Jen Salfi
Campus Life Editor
It's four o'clock in the afternoon and from inside my dormroom
where I sal studying vigorously ( 1 wouldn't want to waste my mom and
dad's money) I could hear music, laughter and cheering and finally, I
couldn't take it anymore, I needed to join in on the fun of New England
Day in the Quad!
As I made my way across the Quad I saw a shivering girl in a
dunk booth, the players had no mercy for her, there were four or five guys
jumping around like three year olds in the "bouncy house" while others,
were running and sliding on this blue mat, why? I don't know.
Each dorm contibuted with a booth; youcould snag a kiss at the
first booth, have a tug of war, get a relaxing massage, throw darts at a wall
of balloons for a candy prize, bob for apples ( I hope they wweren't
Sodexho's) or (my personal favorite) play a game of non-alcoholic beruit
and win a goldfish from Carl. I won two!
The spread was also a good change from the Barone Campus
Center. There was a variety of salads, hamburgers, grilled chicken, and
even ice cream sandwiches, since no one could get yogurt at Barone. And
if you really felt like going nuts, cotton candy was available for those of
you with a sweet tooth.
I would say a good time was had by all and the IRHG should be
commended for their unique ideas on a fun filled afternoon.

Believe politics has nothing to do
with your life?
Skeptical about
government?
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universities. In addition, a travel stipend is awarded to cover
the cost of travel to the State Capitol. To learn more about
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Is Fairfield your home?
After another intoxicating weekend, we have
to look at the aftermath and wonder...wonder
if Fairfield is really our home. Do we pollute
and destroy our homes as we do our university? When I walk among the chards of
broken glass and pools of vomit almost every
weekend in the residence halls, I know the
answer is a
resounding "No."
Either Fairfield is not a home to many of us or
we simply refuse to treat it that way,
my question is why?
From the repeated destruction at the beach to
the trashing of the residence halls, many
students operate under a policy of blatant
disrespect. Determining why or how people
can and do act this way is the first step in
coming to a resolution. Is it the university's
failure to develop sufficient community? Or,
just plain and simple carelessness and
immaturity on
behalf of the student body?
No matter, the message we are sending to
each other and the community is that we don't
care. But, I don't feel that this is the case.
Many of us do care, and we must band
together and do our best not to allow negativity to overshadow us.
v
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Ain't that a beach
John O'Dea
Co-Commentary Editor
I am not a seer. I cannot look into
the future to see what lies ahead for
my senior year. I have no idea what
I want to do or where I want to be,
but I guess I have to figure it out
soon.
As many of you must know, the
annual beach house hunt is underway. Who am I kidding, it's almost
finished. If you hope to get a really
nice house for next year, you had
better start building. I have personally contacted dozens of landlords
only to find the houses they own
have long since been rented. Silly me
to even ask.
If this seems normal to you, I suggest you stop reading right now. Why
in the name of god do I have to rush
to rent a house for my senior year
less than a month into my junior
year? Isn't that a little ridiculous? I
would like to maybe live in the house
I have now for a little more than a
week before I have to decide if I
want to move or not. I really don't
want to think about where I am going to live next year, but if I don't I
have the feeling that I'll be living in
my car.
I usually blame the school for
everything that goes wrong, but this
time they aren't at fault. At least not
totally. The fault lies in the landlords.
Not all, but some. Many are gracious, courteous people who have a
sense of decency and do not wish to
leave anyone twisting in the wind.

Others, however, want only to line
their pockets with two month's rent
as a security deposit and they don't
care how they get it.
One landlord who shall remain
nameless (only because he'd probably sue the Mirror for something)
is the perfect example of a lowlife,
unethical landlord. He met with a
student on a Tuesday afternoon and
told that student if he called on
Wednesday and gave a security deposit by Friday the house would be
his. The landlord even shook that
student's hand to signify that had
come to an agreement.
This same student called back on
Wednesday to inform the landlord
that he would in fact take the house
and that he would come by with the
security deposit on Friday morning.
When he called the landlord's office
on Friday morning to say that he was
leaving to give him the deposit, the
landlord informed him that the
house had been rented on Thursday
because, "Well I got so many calls
for it I just couldn't wait. You have
to understand..."
I do not have to understand a
damn thing. This man has no soul.
He is taking advantage of the students of Fairfield University for one
very good reason: he can. There is
nothing to stop him from doing this.
Nobody seems to mind when the
students get defecated on, but god
forbid a party should last past 11:00
PM.
So what is the solution to the
problem? Everybody seems to have
their hands tied. The school has to

do something to help protect the
students rights. Just telling us we
have some rights doesn't help.
They have to do something to show
they care about us. Maybe doing
something to show that seniors
should have first crack at beach
houses. It is unfair that seniors, the
only group absolutely guaranteed
to be allowed off-campus, can be
undercut by juniors who may or
may not be allowed to live there.
This is ridiculous. I'm about to
have a coronary because this is
driving me crazy. And the landlords still don't care. I have to wait
to see if a junior can sign the lease
before I have a shot at it. That
shouldn't happen. I should have
some seniority seeing as how I will
be a SENIOR. But that won't happen unless the school steps in and
does something.
One suggestion is to enforce the
junior off campus lottery. I know,
it sounds silly, but maybe that
would keep sophomores from signing a lease in August. It is obscene
that some of the nicer houses are
taken for the next two years. How
is that possible? Who the hell is in
charge around here? Apparently
nobody.
I don't really have a suggestion
on how to fix this. Just do something! Anything! I don't care what
it is. I really don't. I do know that
if this keeps up, juniors in high
school will have to secure a house
for their senior year at Fairfield.
Okay, maybe not, but you get the
idea.

A sign of things to come
Timothy Welsh
Co-Commentary Editor
Having traveled home this weekend I was forced to think about what
is coming to this campus shortly.
There is a specter that hangs over
us. That specter is winter. I know it
might seem to early to talk about it
but having been in Utica, New York
for three days I could not help it.
I understand that the New
York I come from is very different
than the one most on this campus
are familiar with. To paint the picture lets just say there was frost on
my car this weekend. On October

2. Frost. This is only a warning of
what is to come.
Even worse than the frost
is that everyone in my house was
sick. One had a sore throat, another
thought it was the flu, who knows
what else was floating around. So I
spent the weekend "visiting" my
family from a safe distance, while
hearing "Oh its just the change of
seasons." Like that makes it OK that
it was basically a house of death.
So on my drive back to
campus I could think of nothing but
how much worse it will be here on
campus in two to three weeks, when
late nights, colder weather, and a
diet of beer and pizza has led to a

virtual epidemic. Is there anything
we can do? The answer is probably
no.
While we can't fight nature there are things we can do to
at least limit it's damage. I think
the first place to start is with the
bus service running from the campus center. Possibly due to the fact
that I have repressed my memories
of freshman year at Dolan, I have
not thought about the bus service
for years. In the past two weeks I
have tried to use the bus twice, to
get to the career planning center.
As a side note, and possibly a

Continued pg. 10
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Commentary
It's our home too:

Fairfield Students are not nuisance but residents
John O'Dea
Co-Commentary Editor
I am so sick and tired of hearing the
same thing over and over from the residents of Fairfield.
Be quiet when you walk through our
town," or "you are devaluing our property." Well guess what, people: It's our
town too. I know, this comes as a shock
to many of you, but we do live right here
in Fairfield with you.
I find it remarkable that you can say
we are devaluing your property. I guess
that's just the property the students don't
rent, because the last time I checked we
were being charged an awful lot of money.
I guess the
property I
am currently
renting is
not
in
Fairfield,
because the
rent is going
from $3000
to $3400
next year.
This doesn't
look like devaluing, but
then again,
real estate speculation never was a big
hobby of mine.
Like it or not, there are many students
from Fairfield University who are your
neighbors. Not invaders who came to
make your life miserable. Just people who
want a nice place to live. Sound familiar?
It should, because it's the same thing you
want. The problem is not with us, it is with
the attitude you have towards us. We are
not monsters. We are not sick, twisted individuals who are looking to ruin your
lives. We work hard to stay in school and
make the most of our education.
I understand your concerns and I think
that some of them are valid. There is a
danger with students, or anyone for that
matter, walking in the streets late at night.
Instead of trying to stop all students from
living at the beach, why don't you help
come up with a solution that benefits both
sides. That's called a compromise. I know
some of you have heard that term before,
but just to clarify, a compromise is when
two groups work out a settlement where

both sides benefit. I know, it may sound
strange at first, but trust me, it has worked
in the past.
I wish I could write this without any
sarcasm, but I can't. After reading Mr.
Flatto's letter in last week's issue of the
Mirror, I thought that I would be sick. I
cannot believe that the town of Fairfield is
so snobbish that you would exclude such a
large group of people.
"Believe me, I understand your need for
social functions... I was a college student
at Lehigh in the 1970's, and frat row was
known for it's share of beer consumption."
Are you kidding Mr. Flatto? After that statement you went on to chastise me and my
classmates,
telling us
all of the
things we
do wrong.
According to you,
we binge
drink, yell
on
the
way
home,
drive too
fast, blast
our stereos, and make condescending comments to the police and town residents. This
is a very biased stereotype.
We are not hellspawn, sir. I doubt you
"understand our need for social functions."
I would also like to say that there were
probably one or two students at Lehigh
during the 70's who may have driven too
fast or possibly even been involved in binge
drinking on occasion. To suggest that we
are a new generation of partying terrors,
the likes of whom have never been seen
before, is ridiculous.
I do not appreciate that you would characterize our behavior as such a negative
stereotype. I will concede that some things
should be done. I am not blind. I do wish,
however, that the town would get off our
backs. In nature, when an animal is threatened, it either runs away or it defends itself. You have threatened us and we have
not run away.
Instead of initiating a standoff between
residents and students, open your eyes to
the fact that students are residents too. I do

Threatening us will
only drive a wedge
between the
two groups

TUTORS NEEDED
The Peer Tutorial Program is in need of Tutors
in the following areas:
Accounting
Chemistry (organic/inorganic)
French, German, Italian, Spanish
Mathematics (all levels)
Physics
Tutors for additional subjects are always needed as well.
Please come to Dolan 214, Student Support Services. For more info
contact Elizabeth Slimmon ext.2615.
**These are paid positions**

not pay rent to enjoy your town's amenities.
I pay rent to enjoy MY town's amenities. I
live here. This is my home. When will you
learn to accept that? Will you let me be a
full fledged member of your town when I
have a diploma? I hope I am lucky enough
to earn your approval.
Why is it so difficult to live with us? Why
must you make it so hard? When you
threaten to sue the University, what reaction
do you expect? Are we going to thank you

for showing us the error of our ways? I think
not. Threatening us will only drive a wedge
between the two groups.
I hope that you do not choose to dismiss
what has been said here. It would be very
easy to dismiss what I say because to you, I
am just a student. But I am more than that. I
am a resident of the town of Fairfield. This
is my home. The sooner you accept that, the
better.

SAYSO President explains
Gay History month
To the Editor:
It seems to me that whenever SAYSO
organizes something that will be generally visible across the entire campus there
must be justification for it, I am taking
this opportunity to prepare the campus
for the events which are coming up
within the next month. This way we
won't have to worry about having to respond to a number of criticisms later on,
and nobody will have to worry about our
actions being devious or subversive in
any way.
October 11th is National Coming Out
Day and October is Gay and Lesbian History Month. In the past I have had to
deal with a large number of derogatory
comments regarding a holiday which is
entitled "National Coming Out Day," so
I am taking this opportunity to explain
to the Fairfield Community what, exactly, this day means.
National Coming Out Day has a number of purposes. The most obvious of
these purposes is to encourage people
who are gay, lesbian, bisexual, or
transgendered to "come out of the closet"
and tell those that are around them. However this is not the only, nor is it the most
important, purpose of National Coming
Out Day.
The most important purpose of National Coming Out Day is to promote not
only self-acceptance, but self-love. Its

purpose is to remind all people that they
should not be ashamed of who they are.
Its purpose is to show everybody,
whether straight or queer, that, not only
is who they are good enough, but that it
is something to be celebrated. And so,
there is a day in the year which leaves
open the possibility for everyone to celebrate who they are in every sense of
the word, not only in terms of sexual
orientation.
It is because of the existence of this
holiday that October was chosen to be
Gay and Lesbian History Month. This
is a month where the achievements,
works, and acts of men and women who
associated with members of their own
sex throughout history are recalled and
celebrated.
With these two events in mind to add
significance to the month of October,
SAYSO has begun to organize a number of events throughout the month, and,
yes Gay Jeans Day is going to be one of
them (and actually in the month that it's
supposed to be in). What we ask is that
the members of the Fairfield community keep an open mind during this
month, and maybe even attend an event
or two. Who knows? Maybe a few
people may learn something.
Sincerely,
Brent Berndlemire ' 00
SAYSO President

DON'T
Become
A Victim
Learn to
Defend
Yourself
TUES. OCT. 27
7-9PM
Barone Campus Center,
Oak Room

a 2-hour seminar sponsored by the
F.U. Security Department. Presented by

wom-CH
IN4UK1!.

Y

SELF DEFENSE
INSTRUCTION

This 2-hour seminar will present you with the tools and
information to help you avoid becoming a victim.
LEARN:
■ About personal safety on-tampus and off
• Fnviroiimenl.il awareness & street smarts
• Rape prevention tallies
• How lo defend against an attacker using simple techniques
which incorporate hods physics and vital strike points
• How everyday items can he used as defensive tools
This last-paced lee lure/hands-on seminar is one you
cannot afford lo miss! Tell your friends.

Sp.ice is limited! Sign up early, ('.ill Security
,,( 2r>4-40')0 or e\t. 40')0 to reserve vour SflOt.
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Avoiding the issues, the 105th Congress
Timothy Welsh
Co-Commentary Editor
To anyone who follows the news avidly, or for that matter flips by any cable
news station on their way to HBO, the
revelations in the now seemingly endless
Clinton scandal, are all too familiar.
While many are just tired of the entire
thing, our Congress is still beating this
horse. With an elections coming up in just
a month, and key swing votes up for grabs
no one wants to take too bold a step that
could jeopardize their party or themselves.
So what is getting done? Republicans
talk about values and trust, while handing the proceedings to Henry Hyde, the
majority member of the house judiciary
committee, who by the way fathered a
child out of wedlock and kept it a secret
until just recently. While the Democrats
try to get as far away from association
with Clinton as possible. All of this is
being done with full knowledge that as
the session rolls on little, if anything, will
get done.
What could be getting done? With the
first budget surplus in thirty years Congress could be talking about how to fix
Social Security so that the Boomer generation will have something. Major health
care reform, an issue that both parties
have promised for years, will again not
happen due to time. As Johnathan Kozol
reminded us a few weeks ago, the education system in this country is in need of
major reworking. Tax reform, deficit reduction, spending programs, all will be
left untouched. And maybe there would
be a day when someone explains to the
nation how we can spend more in a year
on a single airplane then we do on all cancer research combined. Finally lets not
forget the all important Campaign Finance Reform that still has not happened.

Those are just the domestic issues. If
you happen to get to the double digit pages
of the news section you might be aware
that there are major economic crises in
Russia, South East Asia, and Latin
America, which will eventually creep into
the prosperity the United States has enjoyed for the last few years. At a time
when the United States could step up and
take action against these problems we are
sitting on our hands. It certainly does not
help that in the week after the opening of
the United Nations sessions we still owe
back dues, which the Congress has no intention of paying.
Why are all of these issues not being
dealt with? Because it is easier to ignore
them in favor of easy press and bombastic speech. The facts are that the chances
for impeachment are even at best, and
most of the people who are trying to prosecute the President are guilty of many of
the same types of crimes. Actually, we
don't even know if they are really crimes,
since they may or may not be consensual.
No matter what people say, a twenty-one
year old is responsible for all other aspects of their life, why should their sex
life be any different.
If we thought of the Office of the President for what it really is, the CEO of the
world's biggest company, the United
States, and not the moral guide for all
Americans we wouldn't bother thinking
about these things. I am sure the stockholders of Microsoft never think about
Bill Gates' sex life, but if he allows stock
to drop forty percent in a month, action
would be taken. In reality that is what's
important, the stability and success of the
company, or in this case the country.
Personal morals are not uniform, and
never will be. That was recognized from
the start of this country and accounted for.
If the President is you high priest then
maybe its time to look for a new faith.

NUBBARD STREET
DANCE CHICAGO
FRI. OCT.

16, 8 PM

ALABAMA SHAKESPEARE

50%
Discount at
all times
for
Fairfield
students
and staff

Whether you are disgusted by his actions or not, hopefully this does not shake
your faith in our government. It should
have been shaken a long time ago. The
list of Presidents who are know to have
had affairs in office is numerous, and I
am not just referring to JFK, but some of
our Founding Fathers also. In the age of

instant media we just have more time to
pay attention to it. After all, with one hundred and fifty channels there has to be
something on.
Dedicated to a former friend of Commentary. Hopefully this will satisfy his
need for National News as he quests for
Divinity.

Future Forecast
Continued from pg. 8
sign of a future editorial, why would
you place an office that caters mostly
to Juniors and Seniors in the one building they have virtually no reason to go
to?
Back to the bussing situation. Lets
just say that my success rate with getting back and forth to Dolan has been
low at best. A typical example is that I
get out of class at 10:00am and think
that an efficient use of time is to go to
the CPC. Heading directly to the bus
stop I get there just as the bus pulls in.
In time to hear "I am on break until
10:40". Not that a worker should go
without a break but its seems like accommodations could be made.
Accommodations like a second bus.
But I am again reminded of more
changes that have been made. There is
a second bus, the business school bus,
a great idea. Its a great idea that I have
yet to see work for anyone. While I wait
for the Dolan bus I see a number of
people trying to get the red or the blue
bus, I am not sure how it is designated.
It really does not matter much which
color is which because the budget is so
tight this year that a piece of blue construction paper in one window and red
in the other is not available. Instead we
get a crowd at each door asking "busi-

ness?" and getting "No, Dolan" and viceversa.
Possibly I am just cursed, or too impatient to fairly judge the bus service on
campus. I find this hard to believe since I
have seen a number of student making
the walk down to the business school, or
across the geese infested playing fields,
and worst of all down the middle of the
road to Dolan, in the dark, three abreast.
The last is just chalked up to stupidity but
the other two seem unavoidable.
So as I am reminded of winter, and
the repressed memory therapy forces me
to recall walking in blizzards back to
Dolan anytime I had the gall to be on campus after dinner time, I can only warn that
this is a sign of things to come. Walking
back an forth can almost be fun, in a
group, when its seventy degrees out. Will
it be so fun in the rain, cold, or dark?
When your cold is the worst you can
ever remember, and you are frightened
by the prospect of using a communal
bathroom due not just to due to what
you'll see but what you'll catch remember this warning. What can be done? Like
the fable of the squirrel who store up for
winter, if we start voicing our concerns
now we might be able to do something
before Dogwoods weekend. In good
health- good luck.

Your mission,
should you choose to accept it:
find the truth.

FESTIVAL'S

TAMING OF THE

ith the truth

SHREW
1

"...COUNTRY STYLE ."

FRI. OCT

23, 8 PM

SERGIO AND
ODAIR ASSAD
Duo GUITAR
\SAT. OCT.

24, 8

PM

Quick
CENTER

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

OFFICE
203-254-4010

RUSH tickets
only
$5
for FU
Students
&
Staff
(10 am - .
5 pm)

the truth the truth tf
etruths
t .

Your current job search is a critical fact-gathering mission. And there's little time for
the mountains of information you'll receive. Daunting amounts—from critical to trivial —
that must be considered. You want the plain, unvarnished truth —and Arthur
Andersen is where you'll find it.
Whether you're interested in Assurance and Business Advisory Services, Global
Corporate Finance, Business Consulting or Tax and Business Advisory Services,
look no further than Arthur Andersen for straight talk, just when you need it most.
Contact your placement office for more information.

ARTHUR
ANDERSEN
C 1998 Arthur Andcrwn All right* rcxrvcd. Equal Opportui

WE WILL BE RECRUITING ON CAMPUS
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23
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Arfc <fc Entertainment
Thunderstick Booms at Quick Center
Professor's band displays cool sound
Karen Affinito
Managing Editor
On most afternoons, Brian Q.
Torff stands in front of a classroom of
Fairfield U. students and lectures on different types of music ranging from jazz
to world ensembles. He looks and plays
the role of an average college professor.
He assigns readings and papers and he
also springs pop quizzes. However, last
Thursday, Torff gave Fairfield University a glimpse of his after hours job. He
is an accomplished musician and he performs with a band called Thunderstick.
Thursday, October 1st, Brian
Q. Torff and Thunderstick, performed
two shows at the Quick Center for the
Arts. Averaging about an hour and a
half, Torff opened the show with a warm
welcome and then he set the mood for
the whole night. "Feel free to get up
and dance," Torff said, assuring the audience that this would be a fun night.
Thunderstick, which consists
of Rob Paparazzi as lead vocalist and
on harmonica, George Naha as guitar-

ist, Torff on bass, and Grisha Alexiev
on drums,
opened with
"The Boogie
Man," an upbeat piece
which immediately received satisfied applause
from the audience. But
the dancing
began with
the
third
song "House
of Dzugu."
It did not
take long for
Torff to get
the audience
going.

Hoover Dance" in which he used a
shaker
made from
a vacuum
cleaner to
play
his
bass.
In
"Last of the
Bass Clef
Cowboys?"
Torff sang
of a celloplay ing
cowboy.
His rendition and explanation
evoked
clapping
and laughs
from an entertained
audience.

Torff's originality surfaced with
"Grandma's

Torff' s secret to his
perforphoto courtesy of F.U. Public Relations

Movie Review

One Truly Depressing Movie
Terence McCarron
A&E Editor
I know. I know. It happened to
me too. I was in a relatively nice place
in my life. I would even dare to call
myself happy. I had a nice week academically. I had some money in my
pocket. So, I had an idea. Why not see
a movie? A "nice" night at the movies
is the perfect way to top off the week. I
would see "One True Thing," lots of
people have seen it. So much for bright
ideas. The mother-daughter tale in
which Mom gets cancer hardly was an
uplifting one and my sunny disposition
was rained upon. Nevertheless, this review is kind of a good news, bad news
report.
First the good news. The
trailer for this film wreaked of a "My
Life" meets "Terms of Endearment"
mix. Naturally, it was, but not without
some originality. Director Carl
Franklin ("Devil in a Blue Dress")
turned this film into something with
more potential than the weepy "My
Life." Also, the cast gave it incredible
substance and depth. Meryl Streep
("Bridges of Madison County" and
"Marvin's Room") was phenomenal as
the rock of her family. William Hurt
("Michael") masterfully played the
role of a brilliant and romantic husband
with questionable loyalties. Even
"Jerry Maguire" alum Renee
Zellweger affected as the caretaker
daughter.
In this story, Kate Gulden

(Streep) was a quintessential Mom. She
loved her kids unconditionally and supported them regardless of what they did.
She was the ultimate do-gooder in the
community and the emotional cornerstone of the Gulden family. Then, the
worse possible thing happens. She gets
cancer. Husband George (Hurt) then asks
daughter Ellen (Zellweger) to leave New
York to come home to nurse the Mom
she never really related to well.
In this film, it would have been
easy to take the easy route and focus on
the treatment and deteriorating health of
Kate. However, Carl Franklin deserves
credit for making this a poignant character piece. He took us into the home of
the Guldens and showed us some dirty

Renee Zellweger in "Jerry Maguire"
from www.fortunecity.com

laundry. Dad never was exactly supportive. Rather, George Gulden was very
critical of the kids who so admired their
Literature Professor father which might
have caused son Brian (Tom Everett
Scott of "That Thing You Do") to fail
his Lit. class at Harvard.
We saw Ellen discover her father was not all she thought he was. Most
importantly, we saw a relationship blossom between Ellen and Kate as a child
finally got to understand and appreciate
our taken-for-granted Moms. Kate Gulden was strong. Even in her own terminal sickness, she took time out to spend
the day with a depressed friend. She was
a true symbol of strength and perseverance.
Now the bad news. All that was
ruined in the end. Unfortunately, I
would best be able to explain to you
my reasoning for this only after you
have seen this. Since this is an article
that is written for those thinking of
seeing it, that is impossible. I will tell
you that the movie ends with a surprise
plot twist, the likes of which I have
never seen in a film like "My Life". It
left me wondering which of two conflicting messages "One True Thing"
really wanted to leave you with. One
of discovery, love, and family bonds.
Or one of despair and hopelessness.
Sadly, I left with the latter.
Was this a movie worth seeing?
Well my grade is a C+ for reasons you
might disagree with in the end. But,
either way, do not think you are going
to see a movie that you will give you a
warm fuzzy. It just ain't gonna happen.

mance success seemed to be to just have
fun. It was easy to see how much
Thunderstick enjoyed themselves and the
mood was contagious. The concert was a
display for Torff of his talents: he wrote
all the music and lyrics except those to
"My Babe."
The perfect climactic conclusion
came in the form of "Dr. Livingston, I Presume" which is from Torff's album, which
was first released ten years ago. The drum
solo and then the adjoining instrumentation provided the perfect drama to end the
performance. It is hard to picture a man
who teaches your class during the day as
such a talented musician and motivating
performer at night. But that is exactly what
Brian Torff is.
Brian Torff and Thunderstick will
nextperform at the Silvermine Tavern, 194
Perry Ave., Norwalk on Friday October 16
from 9 pm till midnight.

You'll Flip
for the Nauti
Dolphin
Give Mom and Dad
a good, cheap meal
Sara Pangrazio
Staff Writer
Looking for a fantastic place to
eat but strapped for cash? Don't look any
longer because I have just the place to
please those taste buds, without cleaning
out your wallet.
The Nauti Dolphin is conveniently located on 3074 Fairfield Avenue
in historic Black Rock.
This Italian pizza place specializes in gourmet pizzas, calzones, and pasta
specialties. It is known for it's creative
selections on the menu, including the Hawaiian Pie complete with chunks of pineapples, baked ham and roasted sweet peppers. If that doesn't tickle you fancy, try
the Clams Casino, a white pie with fresh
clams, roasted peppers, bacon and garlic.
Not in the mood for pizza? Take
a stab at the baked ziti, angel hair pasta,
or a calzone with the ingredients of your
choice. Don't pass up the garlic bread as
an appetizer, it is a tasty introduction to
the even better meal ahead, I promise.
With your choice of indoor or
outdoor seating, both brightly lit, open and
airy, you can't go wrong with atmosphere.
It doesn't have an abundance of seating,
but this adds to the quaintness and coziness of the small restaurant. Parents are
welcomed to bring along the kids, for it

continued on p. 12
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Tribe Shows Some Love in New CD
Kurt Trumbour
Staff Writer
Ever since Q-tip, Phife, and Ali
were received with a degree of disappointment upon releasing 1996's "Beats,
Rhymes, and Life" lp, Tribe disciples everywhere have been pondering the vexing notion of hip hop's most consistently
great group needing to make-a comeback.
"Beats..." was recorded in the midst of
trying times in the trio's personal lives,
and these conditions seem to account for
the album's somewhat confusing and unstable mix of material.
The focus of the hip hop community at the time was on the Death Row/
Bad Boy rivalry, and few artists outside
of these camps were given any attention.
Looking back, "Beats..." certainly isn't as
magical as 1991 's "The Low End Theory"
or 1993's "Midnight Marauder's," but is
still a very good record. That it was a let
down to the public defines Tribe's delicate existence in hip hop-they are so good
that we expect nothing but flawless material each time out, and anything less is
not quite good enough.
Now in 1998 they ask us to join
"The Love Movement." Is Tribe's "answer" to its critics? Personally, I don't
think so. The title says it all - "The Love
Movement" is about the group attempting to share with us the importance of
love, and of the various roles it can assume in our lives. Their emotional base
transcends the level at which others would
feel the need to silence doubters. For A
Tribe Called Quest, the job of music making and mc'ing is about spreading positivity and growth. Battling critics is too
much an act of revenge to be a goal for

such responsible statesmen of culture.
Musically, "The Love Movement" is welcomely out of place among
hip hop's current field of Master P proteges and Puffy-infected club tunes. Tribe's
sound is stripped-down to sharp drum
beats and subtle layers of overlying melodies. The leadoff track "Step It Up" is classic Tribe - a thick kick drum bumps under a dub-style bassline and one of the best
horn loops I've ever heard. Q-tip's unique
stop and start flow will put an instant smile
on your face as he chants "Don't beat me
in the head," perhaps trying to explain the
album's laidback approach.
One of the reasons Tribe is so
well-liked by listeners of music other than
hip hop is their ability to touch on universal topics, best exemplified in the album's
first single "Find A Way". Here, Tip and
Phife speak about the need for communi-

Nauti Dolphin
is good eats

cation in relationships, drawing you in
with the infectious sing-along hook "Now
you caught my heart for the evening/
Kissed my cheek moved they you confused things/ Should I just sit out or come
harder?/ Help me find my way". The
song also reveals the group's talent for
creating tracks with mainstream appeal
while remaining purely hip hop.
The album's theme really comes
into focus, however, on "The Love". QTip breaks it down about the many things
he feels it for, carefully explaining that
he "Loves a woman with a tight outfit/
Outfit meaning outlook and disposition".
Tribe also speaks for the women concerning love and relationships, advising "Any
man he could claim to be the one for you/
But put it straight to yourself and realize
what's true" on "Common Ground".
"The Love Movement" may not
be as groundbreaking as "The Low End
Theory", but when examined in the context of its surroundings it may be just as
reactionary. In 1991, "The Low End
Theory" pioneered the stripped-down
style of rugged drum beats and basslines
when hip hop was being dominated by the
violence of N.W.A. and the urgent noise
of Public Enemy,.
Back then, Tribe's combination
of innocence and jazzy beats was both
revolutionary and innovative. In 1998,
their music may not be as innovative, but
their spirit has the potential to be just as
revolutionary. Will they be able to convince those caught up in appearance and
status that being in touch with oneself and
embracing others' differences is what really makes one successful in life? Who
knows. But we love them for trying.

continued from p. 11
doubles as a family establishment and a
great date place.
The dress attire is very comfortable, even the servers dress in casual jeans
and nice shirts. The staff is young and
very friendly. They are fast and reliable,
you can be sure you will be out of there
in about an hour.
What is probably on most of
your minds right now is price. Usually a
place with great food and atmosphere
will cost an arm and a leg for dinner. Not
at Nauti Dolphin. The most expensive
item on the menu is the Back Pearl, a specialty pizza with clams, shrimp and scallops sauteed in a white wine sauce. For a
large pizza feeding 2-4 the price is $18.
Appetizers, including grinders, bread or
salad, range anywhere from $2.50-$5.25.
The pasta dishes and calzones range anywhere from $5.25-$6.75. Not bad, right?
Last week my significant other
and I, who have been avid Nauti Dolphin
goers for over two years, had pasta dishes,
an order of garlic bread, and a couple of
soft drinks. The bill came to $16.48,
which is pretty cheap for a nice dinner
out.
If you don't feel like sitting in
the restaurant, order from their take out
menu and pick it up yourself.
So the next time you are looking for a cozy place to take a date or your
family say ... on Parent's Weekend coming up? Try the Nauti Dolphin. Tell them
Sara sent you! Then take them all to a
movie—you'll have plenty of money left
over.

(not in credit cards)
Introducing the New American
Express" Credit Card for Students.
Live for today.
Build for tomorrow.
The New American Express Credit
Card for Students is a resource you
can depend on. With benefits like big
airfare savings, free credit information,
and no annual fee, it'll help you get the
most from your student years — and
help you build a solid financial
foundation for the future.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-8"
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Introducing the Daewoo Leganza, the Daewoo Nubira
and the Daewoo Lanos. Nice new cars, complete
with new car handling. New car reliability.
New car smell. For not much more than
you'd pay for a used car.

Used books.
Used furniture
Used jeans.

With coverage so inclusive, your first three
years (or 36,000 miles) of scheduled
maintenance are taken care of.
Even oil and wiper blades.

Ready for something new?
Introducing Daewoo.

To learn more about Daewoo
("Day-woo") and our special college
financing plan, check out
www.daewoous.com,
or stop by a
Daewoo Store.
We'll make sure
you don't feel used anymore

Daewoo. A new car.
A new experience.

DAEWOO
Daewoo of Fairfield
2269 Post Road
(203) 256-4766
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Rugby falls to Trinity
play. Coach McCarthy dusted off the
old playbook and picked a winner.
Since it worked for the Fighting Armadillos of Texas St., he knew it would
work for the Stags. The Annexation of
Puerto Rico play worked beautifully.
Sophomore Joe Frezitta caught a brilliant pass from Dave "375 degrees"
Smith and ran it in for another try. However, penalty after penalty would push
Fairfield away from victory as it opened
up the door of opportunity to the opposition. In the waning seconds, Trinity
managed to kick for points and, as it
turned out, its way to victory. It was a
sad, sad day. Great defensive play
should not be overlooked. It came from
Kevin Norton, Brian Krauss and Sean
Lukac, who also happen to be three very
eligible bachelors.
The B-side action should not
be overlooked. Stunning performances
were turned in by Mush, Tim
"Backstreet" Donahue, and Joe "it
shrinks" Stevens. If anyone is interested
in joining the team, practice is on Campion field Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday from 2:30-4:30. New members are always welcome. Keep in
mind, we throw good post-game parties.

Sean Lukac
Contributing Writer
The defending New England
champion Fairfield Rugby Club, which
dominated its opponents last season,
came up short in last weekend's game
against Trinity College. Coming into the
season nationally ranked in Division II,
and also rated the best looking team in
New England, the Stags suffered a disappointing 21 -20 loss. The Fairfield forwards dominated the scrum and pushed
Trinity back to its territory for a large
portion of the first half. After a standstill battle on the five-meter line, the ball
was passed out to Andrew "CB4" Mahat
who busted through the defense to put
Fairfield on the board shortly before the
halftime whistle blew. The second half
opened up with a leveling hit by Chris
"I'm going to break my bones" Post.
This hit jarred the ball loose from a Trinity forward and allowed Pat Tynan to
pick it up and run through the defense
like he was running through a buffet,
which is a scary thought.
Trinity responded with a score
of its own. With time running out,
Fairfield knew it was time for a trick

Top TEN reasons to root for the Yankees
1. Derek Jeter is a pretty boy.
2. All proceeds will go to the 'Keep Mo
in Boston" fund.
3. George Steinbrenner is an extremely
charitable man.
4.David Wells needs an excuse to have
another beer.
5. Because they don't have to go to
Fenway.

6. Because no one EVER jumps on the
Yankee band wagon.
7. Because Steve Howe is in charge of
the postgame celebration.
8. Because one hit wonder Shane Spencer is the Vanilla Ice of MLB.
9. Jeff Maier is the greatest outfielder
ever to play at Yankee Stadium.
10. The Yankees do not, under any circumstances, buy championships
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X-Country men take first
Jerry Ruggieri
Contributing Writer
Last weekend the men's and
women's cross-country teams made the
short drive to Hamden, CT to compete in
the Connecticut Intercollegiate State
Championship hosted by Quinnipiac College.
The men arose victorious from a
highly competitive field in a somewhat
strange turn of events. Despite incredible
odds, the men's team actually tied for first
place with the host team, Quinnipiac. Due
to the scoring procedure, ties are extremely rare in cross country.
The Stags placed five runners in
the top 20, including freshman Dave Cruz,
who finished 15th overall. Cruz's performance was crucial in order for the Stags
to clinch the prestigious title of State
Champs.
Senior Daniel Whitney finished
the hilly, 5-mile course in a mere 27 minutes and 33 seconds. This time was good
enough to not only place him first across
the line for the Stags for the third week in
a row, but it was also good enough for a
3rd place finish overall.
However, if last week's victory
were to be credited to one individual, the
credit would have to go to sophomore Dan
Petouvis, who ran a time of 28:39. Times
are often the best indicator of a runner's
performance. However, this week there
was more. Petouvis has consistently been
the team's fifth man and on Friday he
again crossed the finish line in the Stags
fifth position. The only difference this
week was the fact that at the last possible
moment, he was able to hold off a final
desperate push by Quinnipiac's fifth man
to preserve the tie for first place.

The women had a good showing
as well finishing fifth in spite of the very
competitive amalgamation of teams that
competed in last weekend's state championships.
Senior captain Rachel Borek,
who completed the 5K course in a personal best time of 21 minutes, led the
women's team with a 12th place finish
overall. Borek began the race by running
an unusually fast first mile in a time of
6:03. She didn't fall far off that pace during the duration of the remaining 2.1 miles.
Though the women were not as
successful as the men were, they turned
in a respectable performance thanks in part
to the team's newcomers. On Friday, the
freshman were again a big factor in the
success the team experienced. Freshman
runner's occupied three of the team's top
five positions and did a tremendous job
of running together to ultimately help the
team's overall score. This strong showing by the freshman proves that the
women's team has only positive things to
look forward to.
The Stags next race is the
Fairfield Invitational this Saturday. The
men will be looking to not only win their
second straight meet, but to also win their
home invitational for the second straight
year.

The men's and women's
Cross-Country teams host
the Fairfield Invitational this
Saturday at 11:00am.
If you are around, come out
and support the runners as
they run for the gold.

Advertising •Public Relations • The Arts
Experience

RUSSIA

Firsthand

Program combines
academic coursework
with internships.

Two options available:
• 16-week/i 6-credit program
beginning in Moscow
• 20-week/20-credit program
beginning in St. Petersburg

Contact us for more information.

BOSTON

You
Make it Happen
Global Graduate
Career Opportunities
You've seen the headlines...now read the small print.

UNIVERSITY
'Without question..*!! investment banking powerhouse ■ - Wail Street Journal

232 Bav State Road
Boston', MA 02215
617/353-9888
E-Mail • ahroad@bu.edu
Visit our web page! • http://www.bu.edu/abroad
,\n cquul opportunity, affirmative action institution.

Politics

Business

• Television

In June 1998, Union Bank of Switzerland merged with Swiss
Bank Corporation to create the new UBS AG.
The investment banking businesses of both banks came
together to form Warburg Dillon Read* • one of the world's
most significant investment banks.
As a world leader among financial institutions, Warburg
Dillon Read has opportunities for students interested in joining an organization that has built it's franchise as the investment bank of choice, meeting the global banking needs of
our clients.

"...a worthy contender to rival the American groups
that sfrfe themselves as 'global'players" -The Times

We cordially invite the students of Fairfield University to
learn more about graduate opportunities on:
Wednesday, October 21, 1998
5:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Barone Campus Center, Oak Room
All applications for graduate and internship positions can be
made via our website. WWW. wdr.COtTI
We are an equal opportunity employer.

a§8 Warburg Dillon Read
•References to Warburg Dillon Read in the United States refer to Warburg Dillon Read LLC, a registered broker dealer
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Stags await Irish
blemished record could be smudged on
Sunday, especially to lowly MAAC opponent Niagara. Or could it?
Surprisingly, the Purple Eagles
As volleyball's date with destiny
managed
to escape with a two point win
approaches, that is, home matches against
in
the
first
game. However, they were
nationally ranked Notre Dame and
brought back to reality in a hurry, as
Villanova, there is little doubt that recent
Fairfield buried them in the next three
contests versus St. John's, Canisius,
games. In fact, game number four feaPrinceton, and Niagara served as a mere
tured a 15-0 skunkung at the hands of a
warm-up.
potent Stag squad.
And it was with victories in those
Lein, along with sophomore trifour matches that have run the Stags' alcaptain Machel Criag, led the way offenready stellar record to 16-1 overall.
sively with a combined 27 kills. Bower's
Fresh off the non-conference victotal of 28 assists, coupled with Mahaffy's
tory against St. John's in Jamaica, Queens
11, aided the offense as
last
Wednesday, ^^^^^^^^
they shared setting duFairfield returned to
"We've worked
ties.
Alumni Hall in search
The only Stag to reach
of three more victories
hard and have been
double-digits in digs was
in a tri-match last
waiting for this
Carlson, who finished
weekend. The featured
match
for
about
a
with 12.
opponents, in addition
?>
To the casual observer
to the Tigers of
year.
_^^^^^^^_ it might look like just a
Princeton,
were
perfect 4-0 week for the
MAAC foes Canisius
Stags, but head coach Todd Kress knows
and Niagara.
better.
The Golden Griffins of Canisius
"It was great to get two conferput on a display that deemed them unworthy of being on the same floor as Fairfield,
ence wins, but if we want to achieve our
as they dropped the match in three straight
goal of getting to the next level, we have
to beat teams like Canisius and Niagara
games, 15-7, 15-5, and 15-4.
Every Stag registered at least one
in three games," he said. "I don't mind
aggressive mistakes, but non-aggressive
kill, with freshman Erica Greer and Joanne
Saunders leading the way with seven
mistakes like some of the ones we made
in those two matches, do nothing more
apiece. Greer, along with fellow freshman Meghan Mahaffy, also chipped in
than hold us back."
When asked if the team would
three serving aces.
Greer wasn't through just yet.
be doing anything special to get ready for
Adding to her already awesome day, she
Notre Dame, who visits Alumni Hall this
Saturday, Kress acknowledged that the
and junior tri-captain Liz Bower each garnered six digs on the defensive end.
key was to be mentally prepared.
In the nightcap, the Stags con"There is no doubt that we will
tinued their winning ways, knocking off
go harder in practice this week because
Ivy League power Princeton in four long
every girl on our team realizes that this is
a golden opportunity to take a step forsets.
ward nationally," said Kress. "We can't
Greer, Bower, and Saunders all
registered double-digits in kills, finishing
pass up opportunities like this."
Lein, whose efforts over the last
with 10,12 and 10, respectively. From her
seven days won her MAAC Player of the
setter position, Bower simply blew up,
Week honors, echoes her coach's sentiposting a robust total of 42 assists.
ments.
Sophomore Sara Lein notched
"We've worked hard and have
23 digs while Conine Carlson added 21
been waiting for this match for about a
to pace the defense. Greer finished with
year," she said. "Any time you have the
16.
opportunity to go up against this level of
With their success thus far, no
competition, it's exciting."
one believed that the Stags' nearly unBrad Tarr
Staff Writer

Soccer host Siena on Sat.

What's going on here?
by John Griffith
Sports Editor
What in the name of winning is going on here? Is there something in the Campus
Center water? There might be although I doubt it's healthy. Seriously though, has anyone
noticed— really noticed— what's going on with the Stags?
What am I talking about?
I'm no history-buff on Stag Athletics, but I dare say that, considering with team
records and program firsts, this Fall may well be the best ever for Fairfield Athletics.
Want proof? Let's start with the football team.
Saturday's remarkable overtime win at Duquesne—the Stags were down by two
TDs in the fourth quarter— was easily the biggest win in the program's three-year history.
Duquesne has won the MAAC championship three of the last four years. In 1996, Fairfield's
inaugural year, the Stags traveled to Duquesne and were routed 52-7. Another drubbing
appeared to be in place when the Stags found themselves down 17-3 in the final period
Saturday, but the defense regrouped, the offense never quit, and the 20-17 overtime win set
off a wild celebration on the Stags' sideline.
With back-to-back wins over Georgetown and Duquesne, the Stags have now beaten
the last two MAAC champions.
After the Stags lost two of their first three games, most people gave them little
chance to beat either team. But now, for the first time ever, people actually discuss our
football team over lunch.
More firsts?
How about the men's soccer team. They are currently ranked 24th in the nation
and at 11-1-1 (5-0-1 in MAAC), the team is off to its best start ever with an 11 game unbeaten streak. The biggest win, however, came on Sept. 9 over Loyola (MD). The Greyhounds had beaten Fairfield eight straight times dating back to 1992. Getting over this hump
seems to be exactly what the Stags needed. They are now poised to make a serious run at a
birth in the NCAA tournament.
Another team making noise is the field hockey team. Has the new turf made the
women better? Maybe, but what can't be overlooked is the talent of the squad. For years
Fairfield was the laughing stock of the Patriot League. But at the end of the last season
Coach Leonard's team began to show some promise, capped by a win over Bucknell that
knocked the Bison's out of the conference tournament.
Now, for the first time ever, the Stags have a legitimate shot at the conference
tournament. At 7-3 (2-1 in Patriot League), the women have already exceeded last year's
win total of six. Fairfield currently stands tied for second place in the league, and also has a
first-ever win over defending league champion Holy Cross. This is a remarkable turnaround,
considering the team finished league play last year at 1-5 — dead last.
Then there's the women's volleyball team. This group of mostly sophomores and
juniors is simply awesome. Coach Kress's team has garnered national attention with wins
over nationally ranked Miami (OH), Alabama, Iowa, Mississippi St., Rice and Princeton.
With this type of resume, I'm not entirely sure what the team needs to do to get a national
ranking. This question could be answered when Notre Dame (yes, that Notre Dame) visits
Alumni Hall this Saturday, Oct. 10. If you are sticking around this weekend, don't miss this
match-up. It promises to be a barn-bumer.
Want more? How about the women's soccer team. This well-oiled machine takes
mercy on no one, winning its last three games by scores of 7-0,7-2, and 6-0. The women are
10-1 (4-0 in MAAC) and should easily be the favorites when the MAAC tournament (and
subsequent NCAA tournament bid) comes to Fairfield Oct. 30. Evidence that Fairfield should
be the favorites (I hope I'm not jinxing them): the team has not dropped a MAAC regular
season game since Sept. 28,1996 and since that loss is 18-0-1 in MAAC contests.
So what exactly is it? The water from Barone? I doubt it. The new Athletic
Center? Probably not. The friendly town neighbors at the beach? Yea, right!
I really don't want to know. What I do know is this: Fairfield Athletics are not a
joke anymore. Our teams are serving notice to the rest of the MAAC that the balance of
power has shifted north of Baltimore and has landed squarely on the campus of Fairfield.
So, how about showing your appreciation for these student athletes and showing
up for a few games. Fairfield's now the best show in town.

continued from pg. 16
the helm of the MAAC. Against Canisius,
outs this year and have allowed only four
David Mancini assisted Lee Williams in
goals in the last eleven games.
the 37th minute
On Saturday,
and junior Chris
October 10,
Sheckley played a
Fairfield hosts
solid game in the
its final game
net to secure the
versus Siena
win. Niagara took
College. The
the Stags into
game is crucial
overtime,
but
for the Stags
sophomore midbecause Siena
fielder,
A.J.
is also undeColantoni, came
feated in the
off the bench and
MAAC (2-0).
notched the winA win would
ning goal in the
make Fairfield
111 th minute.
the only team
Freshman keeper,
in the conferDanny Glynn, reence without a
corded his sevloss and would
enth shutout of
put them in a
the season, breakgood position
ing Sheckley's
for the upcomprevious record
ing postseason.
of six. The Stags
have eight shutPhoto: Sports Info
Sebastian Wojdaszka and his fellow defenders have stifled
scoring attacks throughout the entire season earning the Stags a
national ranking of 24.

UPCOMING HOME GAMES
Volleyball
Oct. 10 vs. Notre Dame
at 7:00pm
Oct. 11 vs. St. Peter's
at 2:00pm
Oct. 21 vs. Villanova
at 7:00pm

Football
Oct. 24 vs. Canisius
at 1:00pm

Men's Soccer
Oct. 10 vs. Siena
at 1:00pm

Cross Country
Oct. 10 in the Fairfield
Invitational at 11:00am

Women's Soccer
Oct. 17 vs. Brown
at 12:00pm
Oct. 21 vs. St. Peter's
at 5:00pm

Come and support
your STAGS!

Field Hockey
Oct. 17 vs. Lehigh
at 1:00pm
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Fairfield overcomes a 14-point fourth quarter deficit to defeat MAAC power Duquesne in OT
Michael Keegan
Staff Writer
After beating Duquesne 23-20 in
overtime last Saturday, the Stags had only
one regret: they couldn't share this upset—
featuring a comeback from a 17-3 fourth
quarter deficit — with the home fans.
Duquesne is located in Pittsburgh,
10 hours by bus from Fairfield. Few
Fairfield fans made the trip to the game. But
what they saw was easily the most exciting
football game Fairfield has ever played.
The Stags rode into Pittsburgh on
a high, having defeated Georgetown before
a large home crowd the week before.
"We might have been a little too
hyped up to start, but we settled down," said
free safety Chris Silvestri.
Duquesne, meanwhile, was coming off of three straight lopsided wins.
"We're starting to play pretty well," said
Duquesne coach Greg Gattuso before the
game.
In the first half, the Dukes seemed
ready to extend their winning streak to four
games. Quarterback Tony Zimmerman
threw two touchdown passes as Duquesne
gained 192 yards and took a 14-3 lead at
the half.
Fairfield moved the ball well but
was hurt by penalties. Stephen Mirasolo's
field goal produced the Stags' only points.
Still, the third quarter was more of
the same. One Fairfield drive ended when
Jim Lopusznick threw an interception, and
then Duquesne extended its lead to 17-3 on
a Brian Vautier field goal.
Trailing now by 17-3, the Stags
needed to do something they hadn't done
all day — score touchdowns.
"Coach [Kevin Kiesel] came over
and yelled at the line to pick it up,"
Lopusznick said. "Then he told me that we

only had a couple of drives left and needed
to get something going. It was a wake-up
call."
The Stags woke up on both sides
of the ball.
Defensively, Fairfield allowed
only 23 yards and one first down in the
second half. "We stuffed the run all day,"
Silvestri said. "That guy [Andre Hatcher]
was hurting for a while."
On offense, they drove down the
field with a mix of Lopusznick passes and
Marvin Royal rushes. The first drive ended
with a three-yard touchdown pass from
Lopusznick to wide receiver Joe Milligan.
"It was a fade-stop," Lopusznick said. "He
fakes a fade into the corner and stops. He
caught it right inside the pylon."
The next Fairfield possession produced similar results. A few Royal runs
combined with a few Lopusznick passes
brought the Stags to the four-yard line.
With ten seconds to play in the game,
Lopusznick connected on a quick-out
touchdown pass to Eric Wise and
Mirasolo's extra point sent the game into
OT.
"Jim and I have a good relationship," Wise said. "Sometimes you've got
to go to the well. We knew it. They knew
it. They just couldn't stop it."
Fairfield clearly had the momentum as the OT began. "The further we
drove, the more they got scared," Wise said.
"You could see it in their eyes."
The NCAA format for OT is more
exciting — and fairer — than the NFL's
overtime procedure. In the NFL, ther's a
coin toss and the winner gets the ball. All
too often the losing team in an NFL OT
never gets to handle the ball on offense.
In college, however, one team
gets the ball 25 yards from the endzone and

attempts to score until
downs run out. Then the
other team does the
same. They alternate
until there's a winner.
Duquesne had
the ball first, but didn't
get too far with it.
Fairfield linebacker
Matt Costanza stuffed
the run on the first play,
and after two incomplete passes Vautier
kicked a 40-yard field
goal to give the Dukes a
20-17 lead.
Now, it was
Fairfield's turn. On the Quarterback Jim Lopusznick led the Stag comeback throwing
first play, Lopusznick for two fourth quarter TDs and scoring the game-winner on a
connected with tight end QB sneak in overtime.
Jason Cowley for 17
Fairfield raised its record to 3-2
yards. On the second, Royal rushed for seven
yards to about the one-foot line. On the final overall and 3-1 in the MAAC — and the
play, Lopusznick sneaked into the endzone hopes for a MAAC Championship are alive
and well. The Stags also atoned for losses
for the 23-20 win.
Lopusznick had an outstanding to Duquesne the last two seasons; in 1996
game, completing 20 of 31 attempts for 167 Duquesne romped 52-7, and last season won
yards and two touchdowns. "This is no doubt by 28-23.
"They whipped us the last two
the best game of my career," he said. "Not
years,"
Wise
said. "We wanted to go out and
just numbers, but when something had to get
shove
it
down
their throats."
done, we went out there and did it."
The
Stags,
who now have won sucRoyal followed up his 224 yards on
cessive
games
against
past MAAC champithe ground against Georgetown with 130
ons,
have
a
week
off
and
then jet out to Caliagainst Duquesne and Eric Wise had 12
fornia
to
play
the
University
of San Diego
catches for 89 yards and a touchdown.
on Saturday, October 17.

Soccer ranked 24th in Nation
Matthew Payne
Assistant Sports Editor
With crucial wins over MAAC
opponents Niagara University and Canisius
College over the weekend, the Fairfield
University Men's soccer team boosted their
status into the National ranks. Reeling off
an eleven-game unbeaten streak, the longest in the nation, the Stags were rewarded
on Monday by the National Coaches Association of America (NSCAA) the ranking
of 24th in the country. This is an unprecedented milestone in Fairfield Men's soccer history.
The Stags' unbeaten streak dates
back to September 6, when the squad defeated Detroit Mercy. The team has been
virtually untouchable since then, save a 1-1
tie versus Iona College on September 30.
Fairfield is currently ranked third in the New
England region, among elite soccer programs such as Boston University, Brown,
Dartmouth, and UConn. The stags stand
undefeated and in first place in the MAAC
at 5-0-1 and are 11-1-1 overall.
Head coach, Carl Rees, is delighted
with the team's efforts thus far: "The guys
work very hard in practice, and our success
reflects this." Rees gives his players a lot
of credit because they have remained focused throughout the year and have sustained immense pressure. Rees added,

"Teams are looking to beat us because of
our accomplishments, so we must stay on
top of our game."
Last Wednesday, the Stags traveled to New Rochelle to bout with the Gaels
from Iona. Iona's field is astro-turf, which,
Rees added, "is not conducive to soccer,"
but three days of practice on University
Field allowed Fairfield to get a feel for the
surface. The game turned into a sloppy
affair because of the surface and continuous downpour of rain. Most of the game
was played around midfield where many
fouls were committed, and neither squad
asserted their offensive power. The result
was a 1-1 tie. The Stags only goal was
scored by freshman forward Rob Defaveri,
in the 30th minute, and assisted by Craig
January. Sebastian Wojdaszcka, who is
having a phenomenal season, played a superb game. He defended brilliantly and
created many scoring opportunities.
The Stags faced Canisius on Friday and Niagara on Sunday. Both of these
games proved to be nail-biters as the Red
and White won both matches only 1 -0, but
this came as no surprise, for intensity and
aggressiveness are the nature of all conference games. Everyone is especially
looking to knock off the Stags who are at

continued on pg. 15

Photo: Nick Ouimet

Lauren Bishar chases a loose ball against Niagara. The women's
soccer team won three MAAC contests over the course of four days
by a combined score of 20-2. The Stags bested Manhattan 7-0,
Canisius 7-2, and Niagara 6-0. According to Soccer Buzz, Fairfield's
Northeast regional ranking climbed to six. The Stags are on the
road for the next three games as they prepare for the MAAC tournament, to be held at Fairfield October 30.

